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'SECOND DECLARATION OF JOHN F. ASHLEY 

. . 
I, John F. Ashley, declare and state as follows: 

1. I have reviewed the Declaration of Jeffrey J. Fowler and its accompanying 

exhibits (the "Fowler Declaration"). The Fowler Declaration questions certain parts of my My 

1, 2008 Declaration. It also reveals new information about AMD's document retention 

problems. I address Mr. Fowler's comments regarding my July 1,2008 Declaration and assess 
. . .. 

the newly-revealed information in tbis Declaration. I bave personal knowledge of the facts 

stated in this ~eclaration aad am able to testify to everything contained within it under oath. 

2. Nothing in the Fowler Declaration changes my opinion that there are anomalies in 

AMD's document retention and production in this matter that fully merit further investigation, 

and that additional information in the form of source documents and sworn testimony from 

knowledgeable witnesses is necessary to f k l y  consider and analyze those anomalias. 

3. I note that Mr. Fowler describes himself as an attorney representing AMD and 

that he makes no reference to prior experience as either a computer forensics expert or electronic 

discovery expert. Nevertheless, he makes representations regarding forensic analysis and 
<. 

disputes certain of my technical assertions. Mr. F$& states AMD has.retained .- an _ e-discovery ' 

vendor, Forensic cknsulting SoIutions ("FCS") whose principal has previously submitted a 

declaration in this matter. It is unclear why AMD chose to use counsel rather than &' 

experienced electronic discovery professional to respond to my July 1, 2008 deolaratibn. Mr. 

Fowler's representations (1) suggest"&&cient technical expertise andlor (2jfail to adequately 

disclose whether Mr. Fowler performed any analysis to support his assertions. 
. . 

4. The Fowler Declaration does provide some information that enhances my 

understanding of AMD's retention practices, but, unfortunately, Mk. Fowler does not 



satisfwtorily address any of the issues in my July 1,2008 Declaration. Moreover, some of the 

facts AMD only now discloses relate to lapses that occurred years ago. These new disclosures 

cast doubt on kNLD's prior representation that it had conducted a "thorough", "cu~todian by 

custodian" review of any retention lapses. @x. 1 at 11 As discussed below, the Fowler 

Declaration raises the following new issues, among others: 

Although AMD decided to change dumpster settiags and recover email from the 

dumpster for a small number of custodians, it did not take the same steps for all 

custodians; 

Not all ofMr. available email was restored &om the dwnpster, 

AMD decided to suppress production from the Lost Files folders for custodians 

whose machines were forensically imaged (even though reIevant doouments were 

produced from Lost Fies folders for four custodians); and 

AMD custodians were able to delete items from the Enterprise Vault. 

Because it raises important new questions, the Fowler Declaration confirms my opinion that 

documents and testimony &om knowledgeable witnesses must be provided by AMD if lntel and 

the Court are to achieve a fair understanding of A M D ' s  reteation and prodinduction program. 
i 

"- -,.. Backup Tape Retention (Fowler Declaration 1111 5-6) - t 
5. Mr. 'Fowler states (at 7 5) that AMD indefinitely suspended its backup tape . . 

recycling procedures and has retained 30-day backups of relevant email and file servers. It is 

unclear why AMD chose to only retain 30-day backups and how they detedned whioh servers . 
. .. .. - 

were relevant. Notably, the Fowler Declaration fails to address the issue (raised at 7 31 of my 

July 1, 2008 Declaration) about the discrepancy. between retaining 30-day backups but purging 

dumpster items on a seven-day schedule, and the resulting risk of data loss. 
, . 

: 



6. Mr. Fowler refers (at q 6) to the attorney-drafted summary "AMDs Backup Tape 

Reteniion Protocols." Beyond being attorney-drafted, that document, however, only relates to 

what was done in connection with the litigation hold and does not describe AMD's n o d  

archivelbackup routines. I cannot assess the appropriateness of AMD's backup tape retention 

Gthout further information about the standard configurations of AMD's server and backup 

systems. 

7. Mr. Fowlq (at 5) also misdesdbes AMD's backup tape retention instructions, 

describiig those instructions as requiring personnel "to retain the oldest full backup" of 

relevant servers, implying that IT personnel were to search for backups from prior years. In fact, 

" @x. 21 

Litigation Hold Notices (Fowler Declaration qq 7,19,34) 

8. Mr. Fowler says (at 7 7) that the 

accompanying the AMD hold notices "further define[s] a hold recipient's obligatiom." He later 

says (at 7 34), however, that the instructions in the FAQ were "not mandatorf' and (at 7 19) tbat 

non-compliance with those instructions "is not evidence of a failure to comply with preservation 
!< 

protoools." .Sworn testimony from informed witnesses is necessary to detemdnewhether these 
' .  .., 

contradictions aremerely an attempt at atler-the-fact justification for non-compliance, or whether 
>, 

in fact AMD's custodians as a whole were not required or expected to comply witb the spec& 

instructions in theirhold notices. 
... .. . 

9. Mr. Fowler does not address the apparently contradictory nature of instructions 

contained within AMD's hold notices (which I noted at fi 33-34 of my July 1, 2008 

Declaration), in particular the instructions regarding 1-1 - Moreover, he states (at 11 7) that AMD's hold notices "did not materially 
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change over h e * '  although he later (at 34) concedes that the hiruction- 

b a s  removed from later versions of the FAQ. 

Enterprise VaulffJournal Issues (Fowler Declaration 9-14,38-42) 

10. Mr. Fowler discloses (at 7 11) thdt AMD custodians are able to delete email &om 

the Enterprise Vault in some circumstances. I am unaware of any prior disclosure of this faot by 

AMD. Moreover, Mr. Fowler does not provide any information identifying the circumstances 

under which custodians are able to delete em61 &om fhe Enterprise Vault. To assess whether 

this constitutes a risk of data loss, I would peed additional infomation about AMD's practices 

with regard to the Enterprise Vault. 

11. Mr. Fowler's description of AMD's Enterprise Vault Migration process (at 7 38) 

is inconsistent with the 

Although Mr. Fowler says that IT personnel were primariEy 

responsible for migrating custodian emails; the written instructions and custodian 

correspondence in reaction to them 

12. Mr. Fowler's confirmation (at n 39) (of my observation at.7 42 ofmy July 1,2008 
' ,  -, 

Declaration) that, deleted items were not automatically migrated to the vault is even more 
.. . 

troubling in light of his representation (at 1 19) that it was 'croutiae" for certain AMD custodians 

to "preseme'' relevant email in their Deleted Items folder, an explanation that, in my 19 years of 
... .. ' 

experience, I have never previously cncounted. 

13. . AMD's process for migrating deleted items to the Enterprise Vault (described by 
. . 

Mr. Fowler at 7 39) appears to have relied on happenstance. He states that "if the AMD IT 

representative noticed a large Deleted Items folder" the IT representative would contact the 
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custodian and ask w w e r  the folder should be migrated. (Emphasis added). Moreover, there is 

no indication that AMD ever defined for its IT personnel what constituted a 'large" Deleted 

Items folder. Finally, Mr. Fowler does not provide a rationale for believing that relevant items 

could not reside in a small Deleted Items folder. 

14. Mr. Fowler's discussion (at 7 40) about how the E n t e e  Vault creates 

'higration failure" folders does not respond to my inquiry (at Ij 39 of my July 1, 2008 

Declaration) about wh&er AMD had a process for conkning that PST migrations were 

successful. Mr. Fowler's admission (at (A 42) that AMD in fact instructed custodians to delete 

their PST fdes is worrisome if no audit process existed. Additional information from AMD is 

necessary to evaluate this aspect of AMD's retention process. 

15. Although AMD's veddor was unable to loc& them (see Fowler Decl. Ij 41), 

documents produced for AMD custodian do in h t  contain a "Migration Failed 

Items" folder. However it appears that AMD mist&enly produced documents for another AMD 

custodian-der ~ r .  name. 

Deleted ~i ies  (Fowler Declaration gq 19-26,30-33) 

16. Contrary to Mr. Fowler's suggestion (at 19), I am well aware of the distinction 
. .. :,, 

between items stored in a Deleted Items folder and items that have been subjwt to attempted 
- 2  

permanent deletiqn. I made distinct criticisms based on the distinct types of "deleted" items. 

Custodians' Deletion of Email to the Deleted Items Folder 

17. First, I noted (at 14-15, 18-21 of my July 1, 2008 Declaration) that (1) an 

unusually high percentage of items fiom the "Releted Items" folder were produced from a small 

number of AMD custodians, (2) that the custodians involved were high-ranking A M .  0ffioi&, 
I.. . _  

and (3) that the majority of emails produced for those custodians came from their deleted items 
. . . . 

files. I did not indicate, as Mr. Fowler suggests (at 19), that these emails were "irretrievably 
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deleted." Rather, %I explained (at 7 20), I viewed this as an indication that "some of AMD's 

moat senior executives failed to comply with the retention instmetions they had received." 

Nothing in the Fowler Declaration changes my view on that point. 

18. Mr. Fowler states (at 1 19)  that'^^^ custodians could delete relevant emails 

without violating their retention obligations under the AMD hold notice. He describes the 

process of deleting relevant items, after receipt of a hold notice instructing custodians to preserve 

such items in a defined. m e r ,  as "routine" among certain custodians and "not evidence of a 

failure to comply with preservation protocolq." In my opinion, and based on my experience, it is 

questionable whether such behavior should be viewed as compliance with retention obligations. 

I find Mr. Fowler's a-pt to define this behavior as "compliance" . . rather than admit that it 

constituted non-compliance by AMD's senior executives disingenuous. At a n~hhurn ,  

testimony concerning the creation, implemet&tion, and monitoring of the hold notices, as well 

as the understandings and practices of hold notice recipients, is necessary to confirm whether 

AMD and its custodians shared Mr. Fowler's understanding that deleting relevant emails was 

consistent with their retention obligations. 

AMD's Use of EnCase and the Creation of Lost Fi Folders 

19. Second, I noted (at 22-24 of my July 1, 2008 Declaration) that.for specific 
? .  

AMD officials (inc;ding high-ranking officials like(-!there were PST 

files that appeared to have been deleted f3om the custodian's hard drive and recovered using the 

Encase forensic software utility. 
... . . 

20. Mr. Fowler (at 17 30-33) has provided information about the processing of the 

PST a e s  from these custodians' hard drives and . .. he attempts to eblain the presence of Lost Files 
. . 

in the path notation among their email. Although testimony &om a knowledgeable witness is 

necessary to reaehany final conclusions, Mr. Fowler's explanation fails to address basic issues. 
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21. Mr. Fowler states (at 7 32) that AMD imaged "certain custodians'hard drives" 

using EnCase. He does not identie the custodians. He states that the presence of Lost Files 

folders resulted &om the restoration of encrypted EnCase hard drive images to new hard drives, 

decryption of those hard drives, imaging of the'new decrypted drives, and opening of the new 

image using a different version of EnCase. This description is inconsistent with my 

understanding of how EnCase works and with the information about the creation of Lost Files 

found on the website of.@idance Software (rnaker of EnCase): 

'"What is the Lost Files folder? 
EnCase has a different method for recovering deleted files 
and folders with NTFS evidence files. When you add an 
NTFS Evidence file to EnCase. vou will notice a folder 
added automatically to the evidencc file in the case view 
called "Lost Files". In the APT (Master File Table) in 
NTl?S, all files and folders are marked as a folder or ftle, 
and they are marked as belonging to a "parent". So say you 
have a folder with bunch of files witthin [sic] it. Those files 
are its "children". For those files to.become "lost", let us 
pretend the users [sic] deletes those files and then deletes 
the folder itself. The user then creates a new folder. The ' 
entry in the MFT for the 'old' folder is overwritten. So it, 
the original "parent" folder, and its entry 'in the ivlFT, are 
gone. But it's "Children", while deleted, have not been 
overwitten and their entries are still in the MET. EnCase 
can then tell what those files are, but there is no longer any 
record of what folder those ftles were in. So all those files.- - .. . 
(witbvnt p e n t  folders anymore) are lumped into the "Lost 
Files" folder that EnCase creates and puts in the case view 
so that you, the forensic investigator, can see those files. . , 
There is no way the user of a machine can see those deleted 
files without using EnCase." 

[I3K 41 , ._ .. . . 

22. Further, Mr. Fowler's inability (at 7 32) to determine why EnCase generated Lost 

Files notations demonstrates a failure of the purported "forensically s o d  process and has been 



added to the growihg list of items &at suggests systemic issues with the process AMD has 

employed. 

23. Moreover, according to Mr. Fowler (at fj33), AMD attempted to suppress Lost 

Files and exclude them from production. ~ivertheless, relevant files existed in and were 

inadvertmtly produced from Lost Files folders for two custodians due to AMD's failure to 

follow its own processing specifications. This fact (1) rebuts Mr. Fowler's assumption that the 

relevant files from any Lost Files folder were neither user-generated nor user-deleted, and (2) 

calls into question AMD's decision to suppress Lost Files for the overwhelming majority of its 

custodians. Moreover, Mr. Fowler's inability to explain how Lost Piles originated in the 

encrypted Encase files (at f j  32) demonstrates Intel's need to ask questions of a more 

howledgeable witness. 

Dumpster Modiiieation and Recovery 

24. Mr. Fowler now discloses (for the&& time) (at a 22-26) that AMD changed its 

retention procedures and attempted to recover dumpster items for only a select few custodians. 

As Mr. Fowler acknowledges (in response to my July 1,2008 Declmtion), eniail item remain 

in AMD's dumpster for only seven days before being automatically and permanently deleted 
i. 

Mr. Fowler (at f j  24) states that (apparently based on the known risk of autanatio deletion of 
.. 

relevant m a t e r i a l s ) n d e c i d e d  to change certain custodians' dumpster settings so &at 

the Exchange server would preserve any emails in the dumpster for approxixnately one year." 

According to Mr. Fowler, ' T v f r . r e c a l l s  cbanging the settings f o r a n d m  , 

,.. .' . 

-n 

25. This new disclosure raises a qumber of imporlmt questions. First, it will be 

important to learn when Mr.-changed the dumpster s e w s .  Obviously, any emails in 

the dumpster more,& seven days before the settings were changed have been permanently and 
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irretrievably deleted. If, for example, the dumpster s e w  for Mr. s email were not 

changed until May 2005, significant relevant data may have been lost after AMD was awm of 

its retention obligations (no later than Maroh 11,2005). Second, it is important to know whose 

dumpster settings M r . c h a n g e d .  It is not clear to me whether Mr. Fowler is stating that 

Mr.-only changed the settings for ~essrs.-and- or whether there are others. 

The fact that %.-changed the settings for any custodian indicates that he recogdwd a 

risk of data loss. Sworn testimony would be needed to understmd why he limited application of 

this preventative measure (perhaps to only &yo custodians). 

26. In addition to changing dumpster settings, Mr. Fowler also explains (at v25-26) 

that Mr. took steps to recover dumpster items for six custodians, but not for any others. 

Again, this new disclosure raises important questions that should be answered by someone who 

has independent knowledge of the facts: 

27. First, were any relevant email found in these custodians' dumpsters, and if so, 

what volume and which custodian(s)? 

28. Second, if relevant em& were found in the dumpster, how does AMD explain 

that fact consistent with its custodians' retention obligations? 

29. Third, why did recover items for six custodians, and how did he 
-. 

select these particular custodians? Mr. Fowler suggests that completing the recovery process. 
f, 

would have'delayed implementation of the Journal and Vault. In my opinion, recovering and 

preserving relevant email should have taken priority. I h o w  of no technical reason that recovery 
, 

.. . , .. . . 
of dumpster items would have delayed implementation of the journaling system, and Mr. Fowler 

does not identify one. Aiso, Mr. Fowler does not . . explain why M r . s  dumpster-recovery 
. . 

efforts ended November 1, 2005 even though many custodians were not jomaled for many 

months after that date. Nor does Mr. Fowler (who (at 7 2) describes his principal responsibilities 
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in tbis case to be AMD's preservation and collection protocols) explain whether M r . 0 ~  

actions were known to or approved by him or by others who bore responsibility for A m ' s  

retention obligations. 

30. Fourth, did the discrepancy between the seven-day auto-delete period for 

dumpster items and A W s  thuty-day backup tape protocol result in loss of relevant email? Mr. 

Fowler ignores this significant issue raised in my initial Declaration (at 7 31). It has implications 

for other representations.he does make, however. For example, the only email in the dumpster 

for Messrs. ose dumpsters Mr. Fowler says (at 7 

26) Mr.-recovered over the weekend of October 29-30) would be email that had been in 

the dumpster seven days or less. No dumpster items from the period prior to October 22,2005 

would be recoverable through the process Mr. dertobk. Again, if relevant items were 

recovered for these custodiaos from the seven day period prior to October 29 or 30, 2005, it 

seems likely that relevant items were also in their dumpsters at various times during much-longer 

period between March 11, 2005 and October 22, 2005 but Mr. s dumpster-recovery 

process would not capture any such email. In all reasonable probability, dumpster items for 

AMD custodians still reside on 30 day backup tapes (i.e., those &om the seven-day period prior 
. .. 

to the m t i o n  of each tape), but AMD has not as yet a!Ampted to recover or-pduce them. 
.? . 

Such recovery however would fail to capture dumpster emails outside of that seven-day window 
' I  

each month. 

31. Moreover, Mr. Fowler acknowledges (at I[ 25) the previously-undisclosed fact that 
, 

.,. .' . 
Mr. -s dumpster-recovery process failed to capture Mr. -s dumpster items for the 

period between October 9,2005 andNovember 2,2005. AMD also acknowledges (at footnote 2 
. . 

of its brief) that it will be necessary for AMD to attempt to recover data for this period from 

backup tapes. AMD does not offer to take the same step for an)' other custodians. It will be . . 



.- 

necessary to follow yp on A W s  remedial efforts to recover data fium the backup tapes for Mr. 

0 a n d a . m .  

32. In addition, the pattern of production of M r . s  sent emdl depicted in Exbibit 

6 to my July 1, 2008 Declaration rebuts Mr. 'Powler's statement (at T[ 24) that Mr...) 

successfully "guard[ed] against the possibility that w. -s] email would be lost" 

Specifically, for the months May through October 2005, the number of email pmduced for Mr. 

-is small and decregses to nearly zero, despite the fact that Mr. s e n t  hundreds of 

relevant emails during this period. Comparjng that pattern to the post-journaliig period and to 

the emaii sent by ~r.-and produced fium other custodians reveals an inconsistency that i s  

not explained by the Fowler Declaration. [Ex. 51 

33. Finally, given Mr. Fowler's criticisms of my July 1, 2008 Declaration and 

apparent questioning of my knowledge or methodology, I believe it is appropriate to note that 

AMD only discovered these issues and made these new disclosures as a result of my initial 

inquiries. That fact cotl.fums my conclusion that additional hilormation in the form of sworn 

testimony from informed and knowledgeable witnesses and receipt of source documents will be 

necessary to fably assess AMD's retention processes. It also calls into question the adequacy of 
I, 

AMD's investigation of its retention efforts to &te despite its repeated prY:viow statements thst it 
-. 

has thorougbly investigated its efforts. 

AMD Custodians and-owler Declaration 88 28-29) 

34. Although AMD previomly represented (in their initial brief at 3) that.lll) 
, .. 

"saved relevant items," in his Dccimtion Mr. Fowler does not represent that MI.-saved 

all relevant items. Moreover, bis statement (at y28) that l v ~ r . l a c e d  his name "in the 'cc' 
-, . . 

field of the email" he sent is not consistent with my analysis. I note that AMD has not yet 

produced any email harvested from ~ r . l l )  and a complete analysis is thus not yet possible. . . . 
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But my research to date shows that, of the emails produced from other custodians that were sent 

by Mr.- less than half include M r .  the 'cc" line. 

35. Mr. Fowler also asserts (at 7 28) that Mr. -is the only "knownwnwn AMD 

employee "of the 1fi4 designated AMD custodians" who configured their mailbox to use auto- 

delete "this way." The value of this representation depends on the adequacy of the investigation 

(if any) AMD has undertaken to discover whether other custodians similarly configured their 

mailboxes. I also note ,&at &spite the fact that AMD's reply quotes a number of statistics about 

Intel's non-production custodians, I&. Foyler limits his representation to AMD's production 

custodians, excluding all information about non-production custodians, and also limits his 

representation to use of autoiielete on "sent" items. Conspicuously, Mr. Fowler does not 

repkscnt that no other AMD custodians used auto-delete. These limitations indicate a need to 

obtain additional information &om AMD to determine whether Mr. -is the only AMD 

custodian who enabled auto-delete. In particular; the fact that many AMD custodians had zero 

item produced &om their Deleted Items fol&r-+speoiaUy given Mi Fowler's representation 

that storing relevant items in a Deleted Items folder was permissible under AMD's retention 

protocoIs--may indicate that they had canfigwed Outlook to automatically purge their Deleted 
i 

Items folder periodically. - -  - . .  . 
"i . 

36. Mr:Fowler (at 11 29) confirms that no preservation steps were taken for Mr. 

for nearly a year after AMD was aware of its retention obligations. Moreover, the fact 

that AMD does not h o w  the date (apparently even an estimated date) that Mr. ( I l s  laptop 
... . . . 

was stolen suggests that its investigation of the extent of his data loss may be incomplete. 



I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and con:&. Exffiuted on August 7, 

2008 

Date: Au@ 7,2008 

John F. Ashley 
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Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher LLP 
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008346.163 

WRITER'S DIRECT DIAL 

(213) 4 3 0 6 2 3 0  

WRITER'S E.MAIL ADDRESS 

dherron@omm.com 

Re: AMD v. Intel: eDiscovew issues 

Dear Bob: 

I This will respond to your April 1 1 letter. 

Your letter begins by noting that, as a result of "some lapses that Intel has discovered" 
with respect to its document preservation efforts, Intel recently shared with AMD certain 
information about "the steps it designed to retain" documents relevant to this litigation. As your 
letter itself states, however, Intel has provided that information about its preservation program 
solely as part of the "court supervised accounting" of its document retention lapses. While 
acknowledging that you "do not mean to suggest" that AMD has experienced any similar lapses, 
your letter nevertheless proceeds to ask AMD to provide very detailed information similar to -- 
and in many instances far exceeding -- what Intel is providing as part of its Court-ordered 
accounting. 

We question whether, in the absence of any evidence whatsoever of any systematic 
failure to preserve documents on AMD's part, Intel is entitled to conduct the searching inquiry 
your letter seems to contemplate. Indeed, the timing and scope of your letter might lead a cynic 
to conclude that Intel is trying to distract attention from its own evidence preservation lapses by 
attempting to "gin up" problems on M ' s  side, while at the same time diverting AMD from the 
real task at hand -- analyzing and preparing a response to Intel's imminent disclosures and 
remediation plans. Nevertheless, because we agree that the "spirit" of the Amended Federal 
Rules supports transparency and disclosure, we will provide appropriate information concerning 
AMD's document preservation activities, 

Your letter poses a series of detaiIed questions about numerous aspects of AMD's 
retention program. In order to respond appropriately, we have commenced a thorough follow-up 
review of AMD's preservation program to date, on a custodian by custodian basis, to ensure that 



O'MELVENY &MYERS LLP 

Robert E. Cooper, April 23,2007 -Page 2 

its presentation processes are working as previously described to you, and as intended. When 
our review is complete, we will provide an appropriate report to Intel, and we believe that that 
report will address many of the areas about which your letter inquires. Por now, as we work to 
gather the type of detailed information necessary to our analysis, we wanted to respond to three 
of the questions (or, more accurately, series of questions) posed in your letter. 

First, you asked whether AMD is aware of any loss of documents relevant to this 
litigation or any non-compliance with any instructions to retain documents. We can represent 
that AMD's overall presentation program appears to be working as intended and that, at this 
time, we are aware of no systemic failure in the execution of that preservation plan, much less a 
systemic destruction of evidence in any sense comparable to what Intel has disclosed to date. 
We are able to make this representation mainly because AMD's multi-layered preservation plan 
was designed to ensure that evidence would be preserved even if one aspect of the plan failed. 
Because of that multi-layered preservation plan, we do not expect to find any systemic data loss 
issues. However, should we learn of any such issues in the course of our review, we will so 
advise you in our follow-up letter. 

Second, your letter poses a series of questions about AMD's "enterprise level" retention 
efforts, focusing on email retention and backup tapes. Because AMD, unlike Intel, did not 
employ a routine program of automatic email deletion, AMD does not face the same move-it-or- 
lose-it data loss issues currently facing Intel. In short, AMD's email communications were being 
systematically preserved at the same time Intel's were being systematically destroyed. AMD 
continues to make monthly backups of all Exchange Servers and to preserve those backup tapes 
as a fail-safe measure. Even those backup tapes arenot the only fail-safe for deleted mails, 
however, because, beginning in November 2005, AMD activated an email journaling system that 
is used to ensure that even email deleted by a journaled custodian nevertheless would be 
preserved. AMD also obtained and implemented the use of the Enterprise Vault. 

Tbird, your letter asks about AMPS document preservation or "hold" notices. As we 
have previously advised, beginning in April 2005, AMD began distributing preservation notices 
to employees it believed might possess documents relevant to contemplated litigation. In an 
abundance of caution, AMD instructed over 800 employees to preserve documents that relate to 
the x86 microprocessor business. AMD also directed suspension of its ordinary document 
retention and destruction policies to ensure that relevant evidence was not being systematically 
desmyed pursuant to a pre-existing policy. 

As noted, we cwently are undertaking a thorough review of AMD's preservation 
program. We will appreciate Intel's patience while we conduct this review. Although it took 
htei nearly six mon&s to investigate, analyze, disclose, and propose a fix for its massive data 
loss, we will endeavor to complete our review with significantly greater dispatch. 
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Please feel free to call if you have any questions. 

of O'MELVENY & MYEM LLP 
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Corporate Security with Encase Enterprise http://www.guidanccsoftware.com/supporlions.aspx 

What is the Lost Files ioidon 

Encase has s dimerent method foir~mvsting deleted filer and folderr with NTFS evidence hler. When 
you sad an NTFS hidence nic to ~ncass ,  y w w i l  notice sfolder added aulornaticsily lo th* evidence 
6le in the care viawsalled "iort ~iles". ln me MFT ( ~ a i t e r  ~ i l e   able) in NTFS, sli nler and folden are 
marked as a Mder or file, snd they are markedas belonging to s "pamnt". So ray you have afolder with 
bunch of ~ e r  wimn it. ,hose nier are its 'thildien~. ~oi thnse hies to beurme 'lort", l d u i  pretend the 
users deletes those hler and lhcn deletesthe foldaiitself. The urer then create9 a newloldai The enh 
in the MFI rormo'old. folder is overwrinen. so it. the oiioins1"oaieni'fold~r and itr enw in the M F l  ate 

Customer Sewice 

- .  
gone. ~ u t  i rr ~chtidren.. while deleted, have ootbecn ovewnsn end their entries are riiii inthe MFT 
E ~ C ~ S B  can then tell what thore files em. butthere is no ianoer anv recordofwhaifo~deithoie nleiweie 

W o m e > ~ H o m p . F S a ! i i ~ , n s  - 

~ e c h n i c a l  suppor t  

in, so ail thore files ~withaut paisnt~oideir anymore) ace ~umied inlo the ,,ion ~ i ~ e s "  lolder thst Encase 
cieate~ and puts in !he care view so that you. the forensic invedgalor, can Sce those hlar. Them ir no 
way the user ofa machine can seethaae deleted filer without using Encase. 

support  ~ n i c l e s  

O 2002-2007 Guidance SoWare, Inc. Ail Riglli Rerewed. 
Pnuacvstatomsnt I Hi.tons.8 inrorme~on 1 contan ur I carean I i # , i n ~  ~ r s t  i ieaellen 

Support Videos Download Center e s o l u t i o n ~  
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